1. **Should jurisdictions disseminate the RFP to providers in the jurisdiction?**

   The jurisdiction should partner with providers to develop their proposal and to deliver the services proposed. If the Local Behavioral Health Authority or Local Addiction Authority (LBHA/LAA) provides direct services, the proposal needs to address potential conflict of interest. Jurisdictions may only submit one proposal per jurisdiction.

2. **Who is considered the governing body?**

   The governing body includes the Local Addictions Authority (LAA), Local Behavioral Health Authority (LBHA), city or county governmental entity.

3. **Can the STOP grant funding be used for HG 8-505 positions/assessments?**

   No, STOP funds cannot be used for this purpose. Jurisdictions currently receive funding to conduct HG 8-505 position/assessments.

4. **Can the STOP grant funding be used to cover treatment services in correctional settings?**

   Yes, STOP funds can be used to provide treatment to eligible populations in a correctional setting.

5. **Do crisis planning have to be targeted to an eligible population?**

   Yes, the proposal should identify what services you are planning to develop and the targeted population/s you will serve.

6. **Can the application have two different categories? For example, one request for funding for a peer position for two different populations and funding for a data analyst?**

   Yes, as long as the proposal is in line with the populations and functions outlined in the RFP, then it is allowable to request funding for more than one service type, positions and serve more than one population.